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Abstract

Wireless ad-hoc networks differs in many aspects compared to traditional infras-
tructured networks. Among other things, individual nodes cannot be expected to
know the topology of the entire network. Also, since nodes typically are powered
by batteries and eventually will run out of energy, it is imperative for algorithms to
minimize the energy cost while distributing it as fairly as possible over all nodes in
the network.

This thesis covers different types of distributed algorithms for wireless networks,
where all of them in some way creates or maintains a topology in order to facilitate
communication in the network. The thesis comprises three scientific papers.

The first paper concerns clustering, dividing the set of nodes in a network into
subsets based on the network’s connectivity graph. We propose a new clustering
algorithm which uses the novel idea to maintain an existing clustering structure
rather than creating a new structure from scratch, in order to minimize the changes
in the structure as well as the communication overhead.

The second paper covers interference reduction through topology control. We
discuss previous work in how to measure interference, and present new metrics that
aims to measure the average interference of the network rather than just the worst
path. We also propose a new topology control algorithm and compare its per-
formance to previous topology control algorithms, using our as well as previous
interference models.

In the third paper, we present a power-aware routing algorithm for Bluetooth
networks. Unless similar previous work, our algorithm does not require the nodes
to have any knowledge of the network except for their neighbors. By collecting
path information in the routing messages, individual nodes can still make routing
decisions in order to avoid nodes that are close to being depleted of energy. We also
present a simplified version of the algorithm for general wireless ad-hoc networks.
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Thesis Introduction

1 Introduction

This licentiate thesis consists of four parts. This first part contains an introduction
to the research area, a summary of the research contributions, and possible directions
for future work. The last three parts consists of three research papers, that have
been published or are being prepared for submission. I am the main author of
all the papers, and they have all been written together with my supervisor Lenka
Carr-Motyčková.

This section gives an introduction to mobile ad-hoc networks, and their differ-
ences to traditional infrastructured networks. In Section 2 we discuss routing in
wireless networks in more detail, as well as giving examples of previous work in the
area. Section 3 gives an introduction to the area of topology control, which has been
used in different ways in the papers presented in this thesis.

In Section 4, we discuss the concept of clustering in order to simplify routing in
wireless networks. The method of modifying the topology of a network in order to
reduce the interference is described in Section 5. The Bluetooth specification and
its implications for routing is explored in Section 6. Finally, possible directions for
future work based on the research in this thesis is presented in Section 7.

1.1 Research area

A Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) consists of a number of mobile nodes that
connect to each other using wireless links. It is easy to see that the topology in a
MANET is constantly changing: as nodes move in and out of range of each other,
the links between them appear and disappear. Since the nodes in a MANET are
usually powered by batteries, and thus have a limited amount of power available,
they will eventually run out of power. When a node runs out of power, it will
be effectively removed from the network along with its links. As nodes run out of
power the connectivity of the network will decrease, and the network will eventually
become disconnected.
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2 Thesis Introduction

Since the topology changes rapidly in MANETs compared to traditional infra-
structured networks, it is not realistic for every node to know the topology of the
entire network. By the time a node is informed of a new link that has appeared in
the network, it might already be gone. Also, the number of messages needed in order
to keep every node informed of every topology change would lead to congestion as
well as energy depletion. Therefore, when designing a distributed algorithm for a
MANET, it is not realistic to assume that each node has knowledge of much more
than its immediate neighbors.

Unlike infra-structured networks, ad-hoc networks do not have designated routers.
Instead, the nodes themselves are responsible for routing and forwarding messages.
This means that indivudual nodes must be able to take part in the routing structure.

Compared to wired networks, wireless networks typically have limited bandwidth
and high bit-error rates. The quality of a link can change significantly due to envi-
ronmental factors as well as mobility. Since wireless nodes usually cannot limit its
broadcast to a specific direction, a transmission from node u to node v will reach all
nodes that are in the coverage area of node u. This means that several other nodes
can experience interference and will be unable to communicate as long as u sends
to v. The interference problem will be discussed further in Section 5.

The above differences between MANETs and infrastructured networks mean that
routing algorithms for infrastructured networks will not work in MANETs. In the
next section, we will discuss routing algorithms for MANETs in more detail.

2 Routing in MANETs

Traditionally, routing protocols can be divided into Distance-Vector (DS) and Link-
State (LS) routing protocols. In DV routing, a node only knows about the list
of destinations, the distance to each destination, and the first hop in the path to
each destination. In LS algorithms, each node knows about the entire network
topology (the connectivity map). To calculate a path to the destination, a node uses
a shortest-path algorithm (typically Dijkstra’s algorithm [11]) for the calculation.
Since each node needs to flood the network with its connectivity information in order
to build the connectivity map at each node (something which has to be repeated
every time the topology changes), LS algorithms are not suitable for use in MANETs.

Routing algorithms for ad-hoc networks can be divided into two main groups:
table-driven (or proactive), and on-demand (or reactive). In table-driven routing
algorithms, each node attempts to maintain a routing table with entries for every
other node in the network. Examples of proactive algorithms includes the Destina-
tion Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV) protocol [34] and the Optimized Link State
Routing (OLSR) protocol [10]. The advantage with table-driven routing algorithms
is that a message can be sent immediately, since the sending node already knows
a path to the destination. The downside is the communication overhead needed to
ensure the correctness of the routing tables as the network topology is changing.

In on-demand algorithms, on the other hand, the source node only acquires a
routing path when it has data to send. This means that the data transmission can
not start until the route discovery phase of the algorithm is complete. Compared to
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proactive routing protocols, reactive routing introduce an extra delay delay before
the message can be sent. However, the nodes do not have to store any topology
information that must be updated as the network topology changes. This means
that on-demand routing algorithms have a lower control overhead than table-driven
algorithms, which is especially true in mobile networks.

One example of an on-demand algorithm is the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV) algorithm. When a node needs to send a message, it floods the
network with a route request message, and eventually receives responses from nodes
that are aware of a path from them to the destination. The algorithm aims to find
the shortest possible path from the sender to the destination.

The Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) instead works by building
an acyclic graph rooted at the destination. For every node, its links can be divided
into “upstream” and “downstream” links depending on whether they lead to a higher
or lower level in the tree. This means that a node can have several possible paths
to the destination, which provides redundancy in case of link failure: as long as at
least one of its downstream links remain, a node will have a path to the destination
and there is no need to recompute the tree.

Other examples of reactive routing algorithms are Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR) [17] and the Dynamic MANET On-demand routing protocol (DYMO) [9].

2.1 Power-aware routing

As mentioned earlier, nodes in a MANET usually only have a limited amount of
energy. In order to extend the lifetime of the network, routing algorithms need
to take the power level of the nodes into account when calculating routing paths.
Several power-aware routing algorithms have been proposed, all with the basic goal
of avoiding nodes with low power when forwarding messages.

The CMAX algorithm [18] assigns weights to each link in the network, based
on the energy cost of the link as well as the energy already used by the sending
node. The max-min zPmin algorithm [22] finds paths that avoid nodes with a small
fraction of their battery power remaining, while still not using more power than c
times more than the path with the smallest energy consumption, where c ≥ 1 is a
constant. Both these algorithms aims to strike a balance between avoiding nearly
depleted nodes and limiting the total energy consumption.

One drawback with the two above algorithms is that each node must know the
topology of the network as well as the power status of each node. Since it is rea-
sonable that a node has more accurate information of its neighbors than of more
distant nodes in the network, the authors of [18] propose limited flooding : that a
node calculates the entire path, forwards the message to the next node in the path,
which then calculates the path to the destination again, using its own knowledge of
the network. However, the nodes must still know the topology of the entire network.
Also, as nodes use up their energy they must keep at least their closest surroundings
updated of their power level by broadcasting update messages.

A power-aware on-demand routing algorithm for Bluetooth networks is presented
in Reference [46]. The algorithm is similar to the AODV algorithm, in that the
sending node floods the network with a route request in order to find a path to the
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destination. Based on their current power level, individual nodes decide whether to
forward the route request message or not. This algorithm does not require indivudual
nodes to know the topology of the entire network, but the algorithm is limited to
decide whether a node should be available for routing or not; it does not assign a
metric to potential paths, such as the two previously described algorithms can be
said to do.

3 Topology control

Topology control aims to increase the lifetime of a network by selecting only a subset
of the available links (and sometimes nodes) to be used for routing. The basic idea is
that by removing longer links, the routing algorithm will be forced to choose several
shorter links instead, which will save energy. However, removing too many links
from the network will reduce the connectivity of the graph. The goal is therefore
to identify which of the links to use for routing, and which to discard. One way to
do this is to limit the transmission range of the nodes, which will prune the longer
links from the network, but topology control can just as well be to remove shorter
links and keeping longer ones, if that is deemed to be suitable. The topology control
algorithm is totally disconnected from the routing algorithm, and any topology
control algorithm can therefore be used together with any routing algorithm.

A wider definition of topology control includes mechanisms that impose a hierar-
chical structure on the network, where some nodes and links are part of a backbone
that is responsible for network-wide routing, while nodes not part of the backbone
only participate in the routing and forwarding of messages in their geographical
neighborhood. Such algorithms are described in the next section.

Topology control algorithms can aim to reduce the interference of a network, by
removing those links that cause high interference. This increases the lifetime of the
network indirectly, since it reduces the amount of collisions and retransmissions in
the network. This is described further in Section 5.

4 Clustering

Clustering is a method that selects some of the nodes in the network to form a
backbone structure that is responsible for the routing in the network. The set of
nodes in the network is divided into subsets, called clusters, that each consists of
some nodes in geographic vicinity of each other. One node in each cluster is declared
to be clusterhead, and is responsible for the routing in its cluster. Nodes that are
linked to more than one cluster are called bridge nodes. The clusterheads and
bridge nodes form the backbone that spans the entire network and is responsible
for the routing between the clusters. Routing a message can now be divided in two
steps: forwarding it to the correct cluster, where the clusterhead is responsible for
forwarding it to the correct node.

As the topology in the MANET changes, the cluster structure must adapt to
reflect those changes. However, it is desirable to have as stable clusters as possible,
since changes in the cluster structure leads to communication overhead. Therefore,
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one of the major goals of a clustering algorithm is generally to produce stable clus-
ters. However, if the backbone structure is too stable, the nodes included in that
structure will be drained of energy faster than the other nodes in the network. This
is especially true of clusterhead nodes. The stability of a cluster structure can be
measured by the average time a node stays in the same cluster, as well as the average
time a node is clusterhead before being replaced by another node.

Depending on the scenario, the desirable cluster size varies. Some cluster algo-
rithms require a clusterhead to be directly connected to each node in the cluster,
which limits the size of a cluster to the degree of a clusterhead. Other algorithms
takes the maximum allowed radius of a cluster as a variable, which allows indirect
control of the cluster size. Bigger (and fewer) clusters leads to a simpler control
structure, but the delays in the intra-cluster routing will be longer. The case where
all nodes in a cluster must be directly connected to a clusterhead can be viewed as
a special case of the more general algorithms, with the maximum radius set to 1.

4.1 My contribution

The first paper of this thesis concerns clustering algorithms. We present a survey of
previous work in the research area, in order to compare the strength and weaknesses
of different approaches.

We propose a new clustering algorithm, with the goal of producing stable clus-
ters using a relatively low number of messages. The basic idea is that we do not
constantly create an entirely new cluster structure. Rather, we preserve as much of
the existing structure as possible, and only change nodes that have moved out of
reach of their old clusterheads. If possible, those nodes will connect to other existing
clusters in order to minimize the changes to the cluster structure. Eventually, the
cluster structure will have degraded enough so that it is necessary to re-calculate the
entire cluster structure, but as long as it is enough to modify the structure, the al-
gorithm should use relatively little communication overhead. Simulations show that
the algorithm uses fewer messages while achieving similar stability as comparable
algorithms. The simulations have been done using RouteSim, a simulator devel-
oped by Johan Nykvist [30]. The simulator has been extended in order to simulate
dynamic links in a wireless network.

In the simulations, we use a mobility model where the nodes move independent of
each other. Recently, there have been suggestions that group-based mobility models
give a more realistic representation for certain scenarios. Although this has not been
simulated, it is a reasonable hypothesis that our algorithm would perform better with
such a model, since nodes moving in groups would lead to fewer modifications of the
cluster structure, as well as more stable clusters. It is also likely that such a mobility
model would allow longer time between re-computations of the cluster structure.

As far as we are aware, the approach to construct a cluster structure by modifying
an existing cluster structure has not been previously researched.

The paper was published in the proceedings of the Third Annual Mediterranean
Ad Hoc Networking Workshop, Bodrum, Turkey, in June 2004.
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5 Reducing interference through topology control

One important factor to consider when aiming to extend the lifetime of a network
is interference. In a wireless network, simultaneous transmissions can interfere with
each other, leading to retransmissions and indirectly to higher energy consumption.
Therefore, reducing the interference of a network should also be a factor in topology
control. Burkhart et al. [7] has showed that interference must be considered directly,
since methods such as keeping only the shortest links or bounding the maximum
degree of the nodes are not guaranteed to reduce the interference. They define
the coverage of a link to be the number of nodes that is interfered by two-way
communication over that link, and the interference of a network is defined as the
maximum coverage of a link in the network. The authors present a distributed
algorithm that minimizes the interference of a network (according to their definition
of interference) with the added requirement that the reduced network must be a
spanner of the original network (the shortest path between any two nodes in the
reduced graph should be at most c times longer than the shortest path in the original
network graph, where c is a constant).

5.1 My contribution

The aim of our topology control research has been to provide a realistic interference
model, as well as to investigate how interference can be reduced by topology control,
using several different approaches.

We propose new interference metrics that aim to represent the interference of
the entire network, rather than just the worst part of it. Removing links in order to
reduce the interference can actually have the opposite effect when the paths between
node pairs grow longer, and the total interference resulting from sending a message
over the path is increased. This is reflected in our interference models, which is
based on the interference of paths. The interference of a path is defined as the sum
of the interference of all links included in that path.

We also propose a new topology control algorithm that aims to reduce the in-
terference in the network, while still keeping the spanner properties of the original
graph. Simulations show that the choice of interference model has a big impact on
the results, which means that topology control algorithms aiming to minimize the
interference according to one metric might have the opposite effect for other metrics.

The paper was published in the proceedings of the 2005 Joint Workshop on
Foundations of Mobile Computing, Cologne, Germany, in September 2005.

6 Bluetooth networks

The Bluetooth communication protocol allows wireless devices to form a short-range
MANET. Communication between Bluetooth devices provides additional challenges
compared to traditional wireless communication: for two Bluetooth devices within
communication range to contact each other, one will be assigned the role of master
and the other the role of slave. A master can connect to several slaves simultaneously,
although only seven of those slaves can be active at the same time (while the others
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are parked). A master node and its slaves are called a piconet, and a Bluetooth
network composed by a collection of piconets is called a scatternet.

A node can be a member of several piconets (and act as a bridge node between
the different piconets), and it can have different roles in different piconets as well.
However, it can only be a member of one piconet at a time. The nodes in a piconet
use the same frequency hopping sequence for communication. To switch from one
piconet to another, a node must change to the hopping sequence used by the other
piconet.

In order to minimize delays in scatternet communication, it is desirable to limit
the number of slaves in a piconet to seven in order to avoid parked nodes. Another
priority is to limit the number of piconets, since each time a bridge node is used,
the switch of frequence hopping sequences means a delay in communication. Any
algorithm for Bluetooth networks must take these issues into account.

6.1 My contribution

There have been two major goals with our work in power-aware routing algorithms:
to present a routing algorithm where individual nodes can make informed routing
decisions without storing any information of neither other node’s power levels nor
the network topology, and to describe how such an algorithm can function in a
Bluetooth network.

In our paper, we present an on-demand power-aware routing algorithm for Blue-
tooth networks. Unlike previous power-aware routing algorithms, our algorithm
only requires each node to have local knowledge. As routing messages are forwarded
through the network, they gather information of the path they travel. This way, the
destination node can choose between several possible paths based on the information
in the messages it has received.

An underlying control scatternet is used in order to forward the routing messages.
When the path between the sending and receiving node has been chosen, a temporary
on-demand scatternet covering that path is constructed. The underlying control
scatternet and the temporary scatternet are independent of each other: a node can
have different roles as well as be connected to different nodes in the two networks.

We also present a modified version of the algorithm for use in general MANETs.
Since we do not need to create any scatternet between the source and destination
nodes, the modified version of the algorithm only uses two communication phases (a
route request followed by a route reply) compared to four phases for the Bluetooth
algorithm.

The paper is currently being prepared for submission.

7 Future work

When simulating algorithms for MANETs, an important question is what transmis-
sion model to use. The general trend has been to use the unit disk graph (UDG)
model, where the coverage area of each node is a perfect circle. This assumption
does not necessarily hold true in the real world, where isotropic propagation is the
exception rather than the rule. For example, Kim et al. [21] have shown how existing
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planarization techniques can fail when the UDG model does not hold. When prop-
erties of an algorithm is proven using properties of the UDG model, the relevance
of those properties in a real-world simulation can therefore be questioned.

Another issue is how to simulate mobility, or phrased in another way: what is
the best way to simulate the shifting connectivity in a mobile network? The ran-
dom waypoint mobility model is often used without reflecting on whether it is the
right model to use for a given scenario. Recent research have looked at analyzing
the connectivity properties directly, rather than viewing connectivity patterns as
resulting from from physical mobility. Nykvist and Phanse [29] have analyzed tem-
poral connectivity patterns using collected data from real-life experiments in order
to determine characteristic properties of the network.

As we can see, the topological properties of a MANET can differ between the real
world and the theoretical model. An interesting area for future research could be to
develop theoretical models for MANETs that correspond to the reality, which would
lead to theoretical analysis of algorithms that produces provably credible results.
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Bandwidth-constrained Clustering

in Ad Hoc Networks

Tomas Johansson Lenka Carr-Motyčková
tomas.johansson@ltu.se lenka@sm.luth.se

Abstract

We present a survey of the basic mechanisms and properties of existing clustering
algorithms for wireless ad hoc networks. Based on this evaluation, we then propose a
new algorithm with improved stability and a lower communication overhead. This is
partly achieved by using a maintenance function that modifies the existing clustering
structure rather than building a new one from scratch. Preliminary simulations seem
to indicate that the algorithm produces clusters of about the same size and stability
as a comparable existing algorithm, while sending significantly fewer messages.

1 Introduction

A wireless ad hoc network consists of nodes that move freely and communicate with
each other using wireless links. Ad-hoc networks do not use specialized routers
for path discovery and traffic routing. One way to support efficient communication
between nodes is to develop a wireless backbone architecture; this means that certain
nodes must be selected to form the backbone. Over time, the backbone must change
to reflect the changes in the network topology as nodes move. The algorithm that
selects members of the backbone should naturally be fast but should also require
as little communication between nodes as possible, since mobile nodes are often
powered by batteries. One way to solve this problem is to group the nodes into
clusters, where one node in each cluster functions as clusterhead, responsible for
routing.

In this paper, we present a new clustering algorithm, and compare it with ex-
isting algorithms. By using a maintenance function, the objective is to keep the
communication overhead low while still producing large and stable clusters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers some related work on clus-
tering algorithms. Section 3 presents a new clustering algorithm. In section 4, we
discuss the simulations, where the new algorithm is compared to existing ones, and
present simulation results. Finally, section 5 concludes with possible directions for
future work.

2 Related Work

Recent work in clustering for wireless networks began with the work of Gerla and
Tzu-Chieh Tsai [14]. In their algorithms, all nodes start out as clusterheads. In the

mailto:johansson@ltu.se
mailto:lenka@sm.luth.se
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first version of the algorithm, if a node hears from a clusterhead with a lower ID
than itself, it resigns and uses that node as a clusterhead instead. Another version
uses the degree of the nodes (the number of neighbors each node has) instead of ID
to elect clusterheads. The idea is that nodes with a high degree are good candidates
for clusterheads, since the resulting clusters will be larger. However, even small
changes in the network topology can result in large changes in the degree of the
nodes. This means that the clusterheads are not likely to stay as clusterheads for
a long time, and the clustering structure becomes unstable. On the other hand,
using the Lowest-ID algorithm, the nodes with a low ID stay as clusterheads most
of the time. This results in an unfair distribution that could lead to some nodes
losing power prematurely. Amis and Prakash [1] present additions to these clustering
mechanisms that help avoid cluster head exhaustion by providing ”virtual IDs” to
the nodes. They also provide so called load-balancing to the degree-based algorithm,
where the clusterheads stay clusterheads as long as their degree stays within a certain
interval. This increases the stability, but the drawback is that we do not always pick
the nodes with the highest degree to be clusterheads.

In the algorithms mentioned above, all nodes are directly connected to their
clusterhead. The disadvantage is that the clusters are limited in size, while the
advantage is that the nodes that are neither clusterheads nor gateways can stay
inactive most of the time, and fetch messages stored in the clusterhead at any time,
since they have a direct connection to the clusterhead. An algorithm that makes it
possible to choose a radius larger than 1 is presented in [2]. This algorithm produces
large clusters that are relatively stable compared to the previously mentioned algo-
rithms. This algorithm also uses the node’s ID values when forming the clusters.
First, the nodes set their ”winner value” to be their ID number, and broadcast it. If
one node receives a larger winner value than its own, it switches to the new winner
value instead. This procedure is repeated r times, where r are the radius of the
clusters. The result is that the larger ID values spread through the network. The
process is repeated, except that lower winner values now overtake larger ones. The
purpose is to achieve a balance in the cluster sizes, instead of having the clusters
with the largest IDs be much larger than the others.

In [5], the aim is to create clusters with a size between k and 2k−1, where k is a
constant. The distributed algorithm first creates a rooted spanning tree covering the
entire network. The cluster formation is run bottom-up, where subtrees are made
into clusters that fit the size requirements. There is no hard limit on the radius of
the clusters, in worst case the cluster consists of a string of nodes with a diameter of
O(k). Unlimited radius can result in problems depending on the application. But,
if the highest priority is constant cluster sizes, this algorithm is the only one covered
here that guarantees the property.

In [13], another algorithm creates a cluster structure that is, with high probabil-
ity, a constant approximation of the optimal solution. In this case, optimal cluster
structure is the one that uses the lowest number of clusters to cover the network
at this time. The algorithm is analyzed extensively for the static case, but there
are no simulations that show whether the constant factor would be large or small in
real-life situations.

McDonald and Znati present an algorithm that forms clusters of nodes that
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have sufficient probability to stay connected during a specific time interval [26].
The algorithm requires that movements of nodes in ad hoc network are predictable,
something which might not always be true.

In [24], Lin and Gerla present an algorithm that dynamically maintains clusters
in a dynamic environment. A cluster-based energy conservation algorithm including
the cluster formation is described in Xu et al [43]. Ryu, Song and Cho [37] suggest
that by using a distributed heuristic clustering scheme, the transmission power can
be minimized. The similar problem of power control supported by clustering is solved
in Kawadia and Kumar [19]. A hierarchical clustering Proposed by Bandyopadhyay
and Coyle [4] is used to save energy in wireless sensor networks.

The properties of different clustering algorithms covered here are summarized in
Table 1. The algorithms were designed for different purposes, e.g. the lowest-ID
and highest-connectivity algorithms are the only ones that have a constant time
complexity. Other algorithms have higher time complexity, and the algorithm de-
scribed in [13] does not scale at all. In addition to the constant time complexity,
the algorithms described in [14] also use a relatively small number of messages. The
max-min d-cluster algorithm produces large and stable clusters, but it also uses a
large number of messages since each node broadcasts information to every node in
its neighborhood. The algorithms described in [13] and [5] focus on the size of the
clusters, but this leads to potential problems. We observe that the cluster stability
could be affected by the focus on cluster size, but neither paper performs simulations
or other analysis on this issue.

3 New Algorithm

3.1 Objectives

3.1.1 Time complexity

Existing clustering algorithms that construct clusters where nodes are always di-
rectly connected to the clusterhead normally have a time complexity of O(1). This
means that the cluster size cannot grow as the network grows, and the resulting
clustering structure grows in complexity as well. It might be necessary to accept
slightly larger bounds in order to achieve larger clusters, but the time complexity
should not in any way depend on the size of the network.

The max-min d-cluster algorithm [2] has a time complexity of O(d), where no
node is more than d hops away from the clusterhead. This is an acceptable com-
plexity, since d can be relatively small (2-3) and still result in large clusters. The
algorithm presented in [5], however, has time complexity of O(|E|), and does not
scale. This is because a BFS tree, spanning the entire network, must be created at
the start of the algorithm. It is necessary to traverse the entire network in order to
guarantee that the cluster size will lie between k and 2k − 1. The algorithm pre-
sented here has time complexity of O(r), where no node is more than r hops away
from the clusterhead. Since r is likely to be very small (probably no more than 3),
this is an acceptable complexity.
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Algorithm Properties Complexity Strengths Weaknesses
Lowest-ID
(LCA2)
[14]

Clusterhead
selection based
on node ID.
Clusterhead is
directly linked
to any other
node in the
cluster.

Constant time
complexity,
message
complexity
increase with
denseness of
graphs.

Fast and
simple
algorithm.
Relatively
stable clusters.

Small clusters.
Some
clusterheads
likely to
remain for
long time.

Highest-
connectivity
[14]

Clusterhead
selection based
on highest
degree,
otherwise
same as LCA2.

Same as
LCA2.

The nodes
with highest
degree are
good
candidates for
clusterheads.

Very unstable
clusters.

Max-min
d-cluster
[2]

Cluster radius
d, where d is a
constant.

O(d) time and
storage
complexity.

Large and
stable clusters.

High number
of messages
sent.

Discrete
mobile
centers.
[13]

One-radius
clusters are
produced. The
number of
clusters is a
constant-
factor
approximation
of the smallest
possible
number.

O(sn) storage
complexity,
where s is
usually small,
but can be up
to n.
Time
complexity
O(log log n).

Close to
optimal
clustering
structure with
respect to
number of
clusters.

No simulations
to show cluster
stability of the
algorithm.

Hierarchical
[5]

No fixed
diameter of
each cluster.
Cluster size
< k, 2k − 1 >,
where k is a
constant.

Time
complexity
O(E).

Guaranteed
upper and
lower bound
on cluster size.

Slow
algorithm.
Cluster radius
can be up to k.

Adaptive
clusters
[26]

Created
clusters should
be connected
in time t with
probability α.

Undefined. α and t can be
varied in order
to adapt to
different
mobility rates.

Difficult to
predict future
connectivity.

Table 1: Summary of different clustering algorithms.
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3.1.2 Message complexity

Our aim is to keep the message complexity as low as possible. With growing number
of messages sent by an algorithm, more of the available bandwidth will be used for
communication overhead, and the total power consumption will increase. The num-
ber of messages depends largely on the radius of the clusters created. In this sense,
algorithms that create clusters where all cluster members are directly connected to
their clusterhead, and a node only needs to communicate with its neighbors, are
optimal. For the Max-Min D-cluster algorithm [2], there are two broadcast phases
where every node contacts all the nodes within d hops. This means that the number
of messages sent will increase rapidly as the value of d increases. While it might be
advantageous to create clusters with a larger radius than 1, it is important to avoid
unnecessary broadcasting. In our algorithm, we only use one broadcast phase.

3.1.3 Cluster size

Clusterheads selected by an algorithm should cover a large number of nodes, so that
the number of clusters in the network is limited. If the cluster structure becomes
too complex (too many clusters), the number of messages used to maintain the
routing structure would cause congestion in the network. On the other hand, large
clusters impose a large load on the clusterhead that is responsible for the routing
inside the cluster. Therefore, there should be a mechanism to prevent the clusters
from growing too large. The Max-Min D-cluster algorithm [2] creates clusters with
a predefined radius. This does not directly limit the cluster size, but in practice it
creates an upper bound for the cluster size, depending on the density in the network.
The algorithm presented in [5] can control the cluster size, but on the other hand
it is not possible to limit the radius for the clusters. A long distance between the
clusterhead and its members can lead to problems in the routing, such as long delays
and unnecessary long paths. Therefore, we present an algorithm that creates clusters
with a specified radius rather than limiting the clustersize.

3.1.4 Efficient maintenance function

A maintenance function will be used to split large clusters and direct new nodes
to join existing clusters. Most existing clustering algorithms create new clustering
structures from scratch after a specified time interval. Using the previously created
cluster structure, and handling only the nodes that have moved out of range of their
clusterheads, could give a good cluster structure with little communication overhead.
This also promotes cluster stability; a node does not change its cluster until it is
absolutely necessary. The algorithm presented in [5] performs maintenance until the
clustering structure has degraded, that is, until the number of clusters has grown too
large. The problem is how to decide when the structure has degraded enough if every
node has only a local knowledge. In our case the maintenance function is interleaved
with the traditional clustering function. If only the maintenance algorithm was run
the number of clusters would grow continiously, since our maintenance function can
create new clusters while it lacks functionality for merging clusters.
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3.2 Description of Algorithm

The algorithm consists of two parts, the clustering part, where a clustering structure
is created from scratch, and the maintenance part, where the existing clustering
structure is modified where necessary.

3.2.1 Clustering

The clustering part starts with a broadcast phase. Each node has a leader value,
which is initially set to be the node’s id. Nodes broadcast their leader values to
all the neighbors, and wait for broadcasts from all of them. When a node receives
a value that is higher than its own, it sets its leader value to the received value.
When all nodes have exchanged their messages, one round of the broadcast phase is
completed. The broadcast phase consists of r rounds, where r, which is a parameter
of the algorithm, is the maximum radius of the clusters that are created. At the end
of the broadcast phase, the larger id values have spread through the network.

The next phase is the response phase. Each node remembers where it received
its winner value from, and it sends a response to that node, saying ”this is the id of
my leader”. If a node receives a response message with its own ID, it knows that
it has been elected clusterhead. Otherwise, the message is passed on to the leader.
When this happens, the node registers the sender of the response message as a child
node. If the node that passes the message has chosen another leader, it changes its
own leader to the leader in the message.

In this phase, it is possible for a node n that has decided that it uses node c as
cluster leader to receive a message from a node that has chosen node n as its leader.
When node n becomes a clusterhead, nodes which included n on their path to their
clusterhead will be separated from their clusterhead. Therefore node n must send
messages to those nodes, telling them to use node n as cluster leader instead. Node
n’s neighbors receiveses the adjustment message, and pass it on to their children.

3.2.2 Maintenance

In the maintenance part, the aim is to preserve as much of the existing clustering
structure as possible, in order to keep the necessary communication to a minimum.
The clusterheads will stay clusterheads, and the nodes that still have an intact path
to their cluster leader will stay in that cluster. If the path to the cluster leader does
not exist anymore, the node will try to find a new path to a cluster leader through
one of its neighbors. As always, the path length cannot exceed the maximum allowed
cluster radius. If another path to the previous clusterhead exists, the node will stay
in the same cluster in order to promote stability. In some situations, a node will
not find a way to any clusterhead. In that case, it becomes an ”orphan” node and
starts up the clustering part of the algorithm, together with all other orphan nodes.
The nodes that aren’t orphan nodes do not take part in the algorithm.
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ClusterAlgorithm 3.1 The new clustering algorithm

ClusterPart()
1 leader value ← ID
2 for round ← 1 to r
3 do Broadcast(leader value)
4 wait for broadcasts from all neighbors
5 myLeader ← leader value
6 if myLeader �= ID
7 then Response(myLeader)

ReceiveBroadcast(value)
1 if value > leader value
2 then leader value ← value
3 distanceToLeader ← round

ReceiveResponse(value)
1 if myLeader = ID
2 then if value ← ID
3 then tell sending node to use
4 this node as cluster leader
5 if value �= myLeader
6 then myLeader ← value
7 if value �= ID
8 then Response(value)
9 else send adjustment message

10 to nodes that must change cluster

ReceiveAdjustment(value)
1 myLeader ← value
2 Forward adjustment message to children, if any

MaintenancePart()
1 PingLeader

2 if pingResponse is NEGATIV E
3 then JoinRequest

4 if joinResponse is NEGATIV E
5 then OrphanClusterPart
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3.3 Analysis of algorithm

Observation 1 The time complexity of the algorithm is O(r)

Proof:The clustering part consists of three phases. In the broadcast part, each node
broadcasts a message, and waits for reponse from all its neighbors. This is repeated
r times, which gives a time complexity of O(r). In the response phase, each node
responds to its clusterhead. Since each node can be at most r hops away from
its clusterhead, the time complexity of this part is O(r) as well. In the adjustment
part, each clusterhead sends a confirmation (adjustment) message to all its members,
which can be at most r hops away. This part therefore has the same time complexity
as the two other parts, and as the entire algorithm itself, O(r).

Observation 2 All clusters are connected

Proof:When a node a has chosen another node b as its leader, it sends a message
to b. If a node c, on the path between nodes a and b, has chosen another node as
its leader, it changes to use node b as leader instead. In that way, a connection
between nodes a and b is created. Every node n keeps track of all of the nodes in
the cluster such that n is on the path between the node and the clusterhead. If n
changes cluster, it sends a message to all those nodes, telling them to join the new
cluster instead.

Observation 3 All nodes have at most r hops to their clusterhead

Proof:During the broadcast phase, a node id can travel r hops at most. Therefore,
all nodes choose a leader that is within r hops or less. The other case to examine
is the situation when nodes switch clusters during the response phase. We write
the distance between nodes a and b as size(a, b). If a node c has chosen node d
as a leader, and receives a response message from node b that has chosen node a
as its leader, we know that d must be more than r hops from b, or in other words:
size(a, c) < size(a, d). If not, node b would have rejected d in favor of a, while node
c would have rejected a in favor of d, which is impossible. That means that for all
nodes that initially chose d as leader, their new leader a is closer, and therefore no
more than r hops away.

4 Simulations

4.1 Simulation environment

To evaluate the new clustering algorithm and compare it to existing algorithms,
simulations was performed. The RouteSim simulator (an event-driven simulator
written in Java, described in [30]) was used as a tool.

The assumptions was that we had from 100 up to 400 nodes in a 200 ∗ 200 unit
region, and the communication range of the node was set to 20 units. The nodes
moved according to the random-walk mobility model: every two seconds, each node
was assigned a random direction and a random speed, and the maximum speed of
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the nodes was 10 units, or half the communication range, every second. Four 60-
second movement scenarios were produced for different number of nodes, and each
algorithm was run once in each scenario. Every cluster change for each node was
recorded, and the size of the clusters was recorded every 2 seconds. The statistics
that have been measured are clusterhead duration, cluster member duration, clus-
terhead distribution, number of clusters, distribution of cluster size, and number of
packets sent.

4.2 Tested algorithms

The new algorithm has been compared to the Max-Min D-cluster algorithm [2] and
the clustering scheme proposed by Banerjee and Khuller [5]. The Max-Min D-cluster
algorithm is similar to the clustering part of our proposed algorithm, but instead
of one broadcast phase it uses two. In the first phase the higher ID values survive,
in the second part the lower. This algorithm like our algorithm produces clusters
with a given radius. In these simulations the radius was set to 2 hops for both
algorithms. The third algorithm cn produce clusters of a given size (between k
and 2k − 1), in these simulations k was set to 20. This algorithm constructs a
breadth first tree that spans the entire graph, in these simulations we have used
Dijkstra’s algorithm. All three algorithms are run every 2 seconds. But for the new
algorithm, the maintenance part was run every other time instead of the clustering
part. Banerjee and Khuller also propose a maintenance function, which might have
improved the stability somewhat if we had used it.

4.3 Results

The simulation results in Figure 1 show that the new algorithm typically sends less
than half as many messages compared to the other algorithms, probably largely
due to the maintenance function. Our new algorithm produces slightly more, and
therefore smaller, clusters than the Max-Min algorithm (Figure 2), although the
difference is small. The average clusterhead duration (Figure 3) is longer for the
Max-Min algorithm as the number of nodes grow, but a cluster member stays in
the same cluster slightly longer in the new algorithm (Figure 4). This is probably
because a node will stay in the same cluster during the maintenance part if it is at
all possible. Since the majority of nodes are cluster members rather than cluster
leaders, this is an important factor. The hierarchical clustering scheme has a very
low stability except in the case with 100 nodes. In this case the stability is high
because most nodes are not connected to the root node, so they will never be reached
by the tree creation phase. This could have been remedied by having several nodes
starting tree creation phases simultaneously, with precedence given to the node with
higher id, but this would also mean more messages sent by the algorithm.
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Figure 1: Impact of network density on communication overhead.
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Figure 2: Impact of network density on number of clusters.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an overview on different approaches to clustering
in ad-hoc networks. We have formulated a new clustering algorithm with the goal to
minimize communication overhead, while still producing relatively large and stable
clusters. The algorithm has together with two existing clustering algorithms been
implemented in the RouteSim simulator, and the results show that our algorithm
produces competitive results using fewer messages.

In our simulations where the different clustering algorithms have been compered,
we have used the random walk mobility model. In [8] it is shown that the perfor-
mance of an ad hoc network protocol can vary significantly with different mobility
models, as well as with different parameters using the same mobility model. There-
fore, it is important to use a mobility model that matches a real-world scenario, or
if that cannot be determined, use several different mobility models in the simula-
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Figure 3: Impact of network density on clusterhead duration.
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Figure 4: Impact of network density on cluster member duration.

tions. A problem with the common random-walk model is that it is a memoryless
mobility pattern; the current speed and direction is independent of the history of
the node. This can result in unrealistic turns. Other mobility models, such as the
Gauss-Markov model [8] can remedy that problem.

In some scenarios, it may be better to use group mobility models, where the
nodes move in groups rather than independent of each other. The Reference Point
Group Mobility (RPGM) model [8] is a general model that can cover a wide range
of scenarios depending on the parameters. Therefore, we plan to use several new
mobility models in the simulations to see whether the results differ.

Future work includes analysis of routing algorithms for ad hoc networks and
a design of a logical (cluster) structure that is optimal for the particular routing.
Matching routing protocols and optimal topologies under different mobility scenarios
for ad hoc networks would be the next step.
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Reducing Interference in Ad hoc Networks

through Topology Control

Tomas Johansson Lenka Carr-Motyčková
tomas.johansson@ltu.se lenka@sm.luth.se

Abstract

Topology control aims to increase the lifetime of an ad hoc network by selecting
only a subset of the available links to be used for routing. The tradeoff between
keeping the spanner properties of the graph while sparsifying the graph has been
well studied. However, it has often been assumed that a sparse graph implicitly
has low interference, but recent research shows that that is not necessarily true.
In this paper, we discuss different methods to measure interference, and present a
new interference model that aims to describe the interference of the entire network,
rather than just the worst part of it.

We present API, a topology control algorithm that serves two purposes: it min-
imizes the interference in the network according to our metrics, and it keeps the
spanner properties of the original graph. The paper is completed by simulations
that compare different topologies with respect to different interference metrics.

1 Introduction

In a wireless ad-hoc network, physical constraints often force the individual nodes
to use a battery as power source. Therefore, energy is the factor that limits the
lifetime of the network.

One way to reduce the power consumption and extend the lifetime of the network
is by topology control, a method to choose a suitable topology to be used for routing
in the network. This is done by selecting a subset of the available links in the network
graph G = (V, E) to form the reduced graph GTC = (V, ETC). The general approach
of a topology control algorithm is to remove longer links from the network in order
to force the nodes to use several shorter hops instead, using a smaller amount of
energy. On the other hand, if too many edges (or a wrong selection of edges) are
removed, the paths become unacceptably long with respect to the number of hops,
and the network may even become disconnected.

In addition to the obvious requirement that the reduced graph must be connected,
a stronger requirement is that it has to be a spanner. A t-spanner (where t is a
constant) is a graph where the shortest path in GTC between any two nodes is at
most t times longer than the shortest path between these nodes in G. A graph can be
a spanner with respect to the euclidian distance as well as with respect to the energy
cost of the path. Another common requirement, in order to reduce interference, is
that the reduced graph should be sparse: that the number of edges should be in

mailto:johansson@ltu.se
mailto:lenka@sm.luth.se
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the order of the number of nodes. A stronger version of that requirement is that
the maximum degree (number of neighbors, of any node) should not exceed a given
constant. A graph that fulfills that requirement must also be sparse, but a sparse
graph does not necessarily fulfill the maximum degree requirement.

Transmitting nodes influence the ability of other nodes to receive data. A node
is not able to receive data from its neighbor if another neighbor is transmitting at
the same time. This mutual disturbance of communication is called interference.
Reducing interference in the network leads to fewer collisions and packet retrans-
missions, which indirectly reduces the power consumption and extends the lifetime
of the network. Therefore, reducing the interference in the reduced graph GTC is
an important goal for topology control algorithms. As mentioned earlier, previous
work in topology control often assumes that a sparse network implies low interfer-
ence. However, it has been shown in [7] that a low node degree does not guarantee
low interference. Interference is therefore a factor that must be specifically adressed
when working in the field of topology control.

In this paper we present new metrics for the interference of a given graph, and
relate it to metrics used by other authors. We also present a topology control algo-
rithm that minimizes the average path interference of a graph while still preserving
the spanner property.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of previous
work on topology control algorithms, especially concerning interference. Several
different metrics for interference are covered. In section 3, we present our network
model that will be used in this paper as well as a survey of metrics used by other
authors. The section is concluded by definitions of new metrics for interference in
an ad-hoc network that we introduce. Section 4 discusses how different interference
models give different results when aiming to reduce interference in a network. In
section 5, we describe an algorithm that minimizes the interference in the network
according to our metric while keeping the spanner properties of the original graph.
In section 6 we compare this algorithm with other topology control algorithms using
simulations and discuss properties of different topologies with respect to different
interference metrics. Finally, section 7 concludes our work.

2 Related work

Earlier topology control algorithms were often based on computational geometry
structures, such as the minimum spanning tree [35], or the Delaunay triangulation
[15]. In [36], Rodoplu and Meng present an algorithm that keeps all energy optimal
paths. Their topology, which takes an energy model as input, is a general version of
the Gabriel graph[12]. The Gabriel graph of a set of vertices in the plane is defined
as follows: the edge (p, q) exists iff the circle with diameter pq does not contain
any vertice other than p or q in its interior. If the energy model used as input
has the cost for a given distance d to be Energy = O(d2), the structure produced
by the algorithm in [36] is the Gabriel graph. However, the Gabriel graph is not
an Euclidian spanner: it was shown in [6] that the Euclidian spanning ratio for
Gabriel graphs is Θ(

√
n) in the worst case. The XTC topology control algorithm
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[42] is shown to produce a subgraph of the relative neighborhood graph [38]: in both
algorithms, an edge between nodes u and v cannot exist if a node w exists such that
|uv| > max(|uw|, |vw|). However, unlike the RNG, the XTC algorithm can also
remove the edge (u, v) if |uv| = max(|uw|, |vw|).

In general, topology control algorithms do not deal directly with reducing the
interference. Instead, it is assumed that a sparse graph will lead to low interference.
For example, [40] assumes that a low node degree in the graph implies low interfer-
ence. However, in [7] it is shown that even a graph with a maximum degree of 2
can have a very high interference relative to the optimal solution. This is because a
node can interfere with other nodes that are not direct neighbors in the graph. Even
the nearest neighbor forest topology, where each node only connects to its nearest
neighbor, does not guarantee low interference. Thus, the only way to guarantee low
interference is to define how to measure it and design an algorithm that explicitly
reduces interference. There is, however, a tradeoff between low interference and
connectivity: as links are removed to reduce interference, the paths in the network
grow in length which leads to higher delay and power consumption.

[3] examines the trade-off between congestion, dilation, and power consumption.
The paper defines the congestion of a network as the maximum congestion an edge
experiences; the congestion for a single edge e is the sum of the load on e and the
load of all the edges that interfere with e. The dilation of a network is defined as
the length of the longest path in the network. It is shown that Ω(W ), where W
is the amount of traffic in the network, is a lower bound for the congestion value
multiplied by the dilation of that network. Also, it is shown that it is impossible
to optimize both the congestion and the energy efficiency of a network: one of the
factors will be at least a polynomial factor worse than in the optimal network.

An important question is how the amount of interference in a network should be
measured. [7] presents a traffic-independent model of the amount of interference in
a network, where the interference of the entire network is defined as the maximum
edge coverage: the maximum number of nodes affected by one specific link in the
network. The authors show that it is impossible for a local algorithm to always
find the topology that gives the lowest maximum edge coverage, since knowledge
of the entire network is needed. However, they present the algorithm LISE (Low
Interference Spanner Establisher) that solves a similar problem: find the graph
with the lowest possible maximum edge coverage that also is a t-spanner, where
t is a constant that can be chosen freely. As long as every edge (or in practice,
one of its incident nodes) has knowledge of its t

2
-neighborhood1, the path with

the lowest maximum edge coverage that fulfills the spanner requirement can be
computed locally. A distributed version of the algorithm (Local LISE, or LLISE) is
also described. This work is expanded upon in [39], where an alternative, receiver-
centric, interference model is introduced. In this model, the coverage of a node v
in the network graph G is defined as the number of nodes covering v with their
disks induced by their transmission ranges set to reach their farthest neighbor in G.
The interference of the entire network is defined by the maximum coverage for any
node in the network. One drawback of these models is that they do not consider

1The t-neighborhood of an edge e is defined as all edges in the graph that can be reached by a

path of length no more than t|e|, starting from one of e’s incident nodes.
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the interference of entire paths, but instead aim to reduce the interference locally.
This can lead to longer paths, which in turn leads to a larger number of nodes
being affected by the communication. In [27] an alternative interference metric
that corresponds to the average interference of the entire network is presented: the
interference is defined as the sum of the edge coverage of all edges in the network,
divided by the number of nodes in the network.

A different interference model is presented in [16]. This metric also takes the
transmission power into account: if the number of neighbors is constant when a node
increases or decreases its transmission power level from P1 to P2, the interference
measure should increase/decrease as well. Also, if two nodes N1 and N2 are using
the same transmission power level but have different numbers of neighbors, the
interference measures of the two nodes should differ to reflect the difference in the
number of neighbors.

3 Model

3.1 Network representation

In this paper, an ad hoc network is modelled as an Euclidian graph G = (V, E)
with the vertices in V representing network nodes, and the edges E representing
communication links. The euclidian position of the vertices in the graph corresponds
to the physical position of the nodes in the euclidian two dimensional space, which
means that the edge weight w(u, v) represents the physical distance between nodes u
and v. Each node u has a maximum transmission range Ru. Since we only consider
undirected links, a link uv can only exist if the distance between the nodes u and v
is no larger than min(Ru, Rv).

We assume that any node can adjust its transmission power to any value from 0
to its maximum transmission power, depending on the desired transmission radius:
when transmitting to node v, node u uses the lowest possible transmission power
needed to reach v. A common path loss model says that the signal strength received
by a node can be described as p/dα, where p is the transmission power used by the
sending node, and d is the distance between two nodes. α is a path loss gradient,
depending on the transmission environment. Consequently, the energy cost c(u, v)
to send a message of fixed length directly from node u to node v is Θ(|u, v|α). The
energy cost of a path is defined as the sum of the energy costs of all edges in the
path.

3.2 Existing interference metrics

Topology control algorithms that aim to reduce interference are based on different
metrics, that are used to minimize the interference. Unless the traffic pattern in a
network is known in advance, the amount of interference in the network can only
be based on the network topology. In [7], the interference of a network is defined
as the maximum edge coverage occuring in the network, where the coverage of an
edge e = (u, v) is defined as the number of nodes that are within distance |u, v| to
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at least one of u and v, or more formally:

Cov(e) = |{w ∈ V, |v, w| ≤ |u, v| ∪ |u, w| ≤ |u, v|}| (1)

and
MaxEdgeCoverage(G) = max

e∈E
Cov(e)

In the subsequent article [39] the authors claim that the previous definition is prob-
lematic, since it is sender-centric, and since small changes in the network can dras-
tically change the interference measure. Instead, they propose to define interference
of a graph as the maximum interference of any node in the graph. The interfer-
ence of a node v is defined as the number of nodes in the graph that cover v with
their transmission disks when they communicate with their farthest neighbor in the
graph. More formally, if ur is the distance between node u and its farthest neighbor
in G, we have:

Cov(v) = |{u|u ∈ V v, |u, v| < ur}|
and

MaxNodeCoverage(G) = max
v∈V

Cov(v)

Both the described approaches work according the same principle: the global
interference in a network depends solely on the local part with the highest interfer-
ence. Reducing the interference in that part by definition reduces the interference
of the entire network. One problem is that the metrics do not consider the interfer-
ence in general; a network with high interference in one place and low interference
everywhere else could have the same interference as another network with equally
high interference everywhere. In [27], the authors extend the work in [7] by defin-
ing average edge interference as the sum of the coverage of all edges in the graph,
divided by the number of nodes in the graph:

AverageEdgeCoverage(G) =
(∑

e∈E

Cov(e)
)
/|V |

Using this definition, a small change in the topology will not change the interference
measure as much as it could using the definition in [7].

3.3 Proposed new metrics

However, this definition does not take into account the length of the paths in the
graph. This means that the paths can grow indefinitely without affecting the inter-
ference metric. Therefore, we define the average path interference of a graph as the
sum of interference for all interference-optimal paths between node pairs, divided
by the number of all node pairs in the graph. The interference-optimal path be-
tween nodes u and v is the path IoptPuv = {e1, e2, ..., ek} between u and v that has
the lowest interference, according to the following definition: the interference of a
path is defined as the sum of the coverage of all edges in the path, according to the
definition of edge coverage in [7].

TotIoptPI(G) =
∑

u,v∈V

∑
e∈IoptPuv

Cov(e) (2)
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If the resulting value is divided by the total number of node pairs that are
connected in G, we will get the average interference for all minimum-interference
paths.

A metric that considers the interference when shortest-path routing is used can
be obtained by replacing the interference-optimal path IoptPuv with the shortest
path SPuv, with the rest of the formula identical:

TotSPI(G) =
∑

u,v∈V

∑
e∈SPuv

Cov(e) (3)

The average interference for all shortest paths is defined as TotSPI(G) divided
by the number of node pairs connected in G.

An alternate way to view this metric is to view it as it assigns a weight to every
edge, based on the usage of that edge assuming shortest-path routing and uniform
traffic among all nodes. This means that the coverage of certain edges have a larger
impact on the total graph interference than other edges. It is worth noting that even
if the average edge coverage of one graph G1 = (V, E1) is lower than another graph
G2 = (V, E2), graph G2 can still have lower interference according to this metric.

Every topology control algorithm removes some edges from the original graph
G in order to reduce the energy consumption of the network. In the new topology,
the interference-optimal with respect to G may disappear and be replaced by a
different path that is interference-optimal with respect to GTC . Then it is important
to evaluate how much worse is the interference-optimal paths in GTC than in G.
The maximum interference difference metric is defined as the biggest difference in
interference between IoptPuv in the original graph compared to IoptPuv in the graph
that is the output of a topology control algorithm. More formally:

MD(GTC) = max
u,v∈V

(
IoptPuvI(GTC) − IoptPuvI(G)

)

where IoptPuvI(G) is the interference of the interference-optimal path between
nodes u and v in G.

4 Comparison of interference

metrics

In order to reduce interference, it is important to consider the metric that is used.
Different metrics can give vastly different results for the same topologies: a topol-
ogy that has low interference according to one metric might be far from optimal
considering another metric.

Figure 1 shows the topology that gives the lowest interference according to the
max edge coverage metric ([7]), while still connecting the entire network. Since the
upper and lower group of nodes have to be connected, the leftmost connection is the
one which results in the lowest interference. However, this means that a message
between any node in the top half and any node in the bottom half of the topology has
to use the leftmost edge. Using the average path interference metric, the interference
for the graph would be Θ(n).
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Figure 1: Example topology.

5 Producing a low-interference spanner

This section describes a topology control algorithm that creates a reduced graph
GTC = (V, ETC) that aims to reduce the interference according to our definition
of average path interference (2, 3), while still retaining energy spanner properties.
Energy cost c(u, v) as defined in section 3 is used as a measure of a connection
quality between two nodes.

5.1 Algorithm description

The Average Path Interference (API) algorithm consists of two steps: computing a
Gabriel graph, and reducing the graph. Calculating the Gabriel graph is done in
the following way:

For each node u:
1. Broadcast a test message with maximum signal
strength.
2. For each received test message:

2a. Denote the received signal strength
from v as pv

rec.
2b. Evaluate the distance d
from node u to neighbor v, using the
signal degradation model
prec = porg/d

α.
2c. Calculate the energy cost c(u, v)
needed for sending a message from u to v
based on the cost function c(u, v) = dα.
2d. Respond to v with the value c(u, v).

3. Wait until all neighbors responds to u with
c(v, u), where v is the neighbor.
4. Broadcast to every neighbor the value of
c(v, u) for every neighbor v.
5. For each neighbor v:

Activate link (u, v) iff no node w exists
such that c(u, w) + c(w, v) ≤ c(u, v).
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The next step is to remove links that lead to high interference. The coverage
of each link can be calculated locally. If a link can be replaced with two links that
together have smaller coverage, it is removed. In practice, the algorithm marks the
links that will be used and all the unmarked links are removed.

For each node u:
For each neighbor v:

If there exists a node w such that
Cov(u, w) + Cov(w, v) < Cov(u, v),
mark (u, w) and (w, v) to retain.
Otherwise, mark (u, v) to retain.

Remove all unmarked links.

5.2 Analysis

Figure 2: The figures show the results of three different topology control algorithms being
performed on the original topology (upper left): the XTC algorithm (upper right), the LISE
algorithm (lower left), and finally the API algorithm (lower right).

The graph produced by the algorithm is an energy spanner.
Proof: Since the Gabriel graph that is produced in the first step of the algorithm

contains all energy-optimal paths, we only need to consider the second step.
When a link e is deleted, the two links e1, e2 that replace it cannot both be

longer than the removed link. If they were, their combined coverage would have to
be larger than the coverage of the removed link. This is because the nodes that were
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covered by e according to (1) are covered by either e1 or e2 if they both are longer
than e. If the combined coverage by e1 and e2 is not smaller than the coverage of e,
e would not have been replaced in the first case. This leads to a contradiction.

If the distance of the original link is d and the distances of the two links that
replace it are d1 and d2, we know that d1 ≤ d + d2, and conversely for d2. Since at
least one of d1 and d2 is at most d, the other replacing link can be at most d+d = 2d.
Therefore, if the original length was l and the original energy cost was lα (where α
is a constant depending on the energy model), the new energy cost will be no larger
than lα + (2l)α. In other words, the ratio between the new energy cost and the old
is 1 + 2α.

Since the Gabriel graph is planar, the reduced Gabriel graph produced by the
algorithm wil be planar as well.

The API algorithm is not guaranteed to produce the optimal graph with respect
to interference, since each node only has local knowledge. However, edges that can
be replaced with two other edges in order to reduce interference are removed from
the graph. The algorithm may miss edges that can be replaced with longer paths,
but as the length of a path grows the total interference of the path is likely to grow
as well, and the path is less likely to be a candidate to replace an edge.

6 Simulations

In this section we present the interference properties of topologies produced by three
different topology control algorithms (see Figure 2). The topologies were produced
by placing nodes randomly and uniformly on a square field of size 20 by 20 units,
where all nodes had the common communication range of 2,5 units. A link between
two nodes exists if and only if the distance between them is less than the range. The
networks were generated using different number of nodes in order to create networks
of various density. For every density, three different topologies were generated.
On each topology, the different topology control algorithms were run. The values
presented here are mean values of the three different topologies for each density.

6.1 Topology control algorithms

6.1.1 Low Interference Spanner Establisher (LISE)

The LISE algorithm [7] aims to reduce the edge coverage in the network, with the
requirement that the resulting graph must be an euclidian t-spanner. This means
that an edge e with the length l can be removed if there exist an alternate path
no longer than tl, where no edge has more coverage than e. The larger t is, the
longer the replacement paths can be. This can lead to longer delays, as well as more
coverage if you take the entire replacement path into account.

The time complexity of LISE is O(t), since each node needs to collect information
about its t/2-neighborhood. If the network is mobile, and the topology needs to be
updated continuously, the time complexity can be an important factor. Also, the
increased message complexity means that this algorithm will require more energy
than topology control algorithms that only use local knowledge.
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Figure 3: The maximum edge interference.

In the simulations the t-value was set to 4, since simulation results in [7] indicates
that it is a good compromise between reducing interference and keeping the length
of the paths as low as possible.

6.1.2 XTC

Unlike LISE, in the XTC algorithm [42] each node only needs local knowledge. Given
a unit disk graph G, the corresponding GXTC graph is planar and have a degree of
at most 6, since no two adjacent edges in GXTC can enclose an angle less than π/3.
Also, for any weighted graph G′ the corresponding G′

XTC does not contain any cycles
of length 3; in other words, the girth of G′

XTC is at least 4. The message complexity
of XTC is O(Δ), where Δ is the maximum degree of the network. This i because
each node must contact all its neighbors. The time complexity is O(1), since only
communication between neighboring nodes is needed.

6.1.3 API

As XTC, the API algorithm only uses local information. The resulting graph is a
reduced version of the Gabriel graph, where edges that have higher coverage than
their neighbors are removed. The resulting graph is an energy spanner, though not
necessarily an euclidian spanner.

The time and message complexity of the API algorithm is the same as for the
XTC algorithm.

6.2 Simulation results

In this section, we present the simulation results using the metrics presented in
Section 3.

Not surprisingly, the LISE algorithm generates a graph that has the lowest max-
imum edge coverage, since it aims to minimize that specific measure (see Figure 3).
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Figure 4: The average edge interference.
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Figure 5: The maximum node coverage.

The XTC algorithm removes a large portion of edges, including edges with high
coverage. The API algorithm tries to reduce the interference for every edge in the
network in order to reach a low average interference rather than focusing on the
worst case. Combined with the fact that the XTC graph is the sparsest graph, this
means that the API algorithm performs worst in this case.

However, considering the average edge interference in Figure 4, the graph pro-
duced by the LISE algorithm has much higher interference than the other two algo-
rithms. This is not surprising, since the average edge interference is defined as the
total edge interference divided by the number of nodes. More edges will therefore
result in higher interference, and API and XTC both produce sparser graphs than
LISE does.

Considering the maximum node coverage metric (Figure 5), it also seems that
the sparser graphs have a lower interference, with XTC performing best. But since
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Figure 6: The average interference-optimal path interference.
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Figure 7: The average shortest-path interference.

it is the sparsest graph, it loses some of the interference-optimal paths.

Using the new interference metrics, we see that the API algorithm generally
gives the best results. When looking at average path interference with respect to
interference-optimal paths (Figure 6) we see that both the LISE and the API algo-
rithm preserves almost all interference-optimal paths: the optimal results, which we
get when no edges have been removed from the original graph, are almost identical
to the results for the two algorithms. In comparison, the results are clearly worse
for the XTC algorithm. This is related to the fact that XTC produces the sparsest
graph.

When looking at the average path interference with respect to the shortest path
(Figure 7), API and XTC give a lower interference than LISE. Also, using the maxi-
mum interference difference metric (Figure 8), the API graph has lower interference
than both LISE and especially XTC. This means that in the topology resulting
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Figure 8: The biggest difference between interference in a interference-optimal path com-
pared to the interference-optimal path in the original topology.

from our algorithm, it is possible to find paths that are not much worse than the
interference-optimal paths in the original graph.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we study how to measure the amount of interference in a wireless
network. In contrast to most of the related work we look at the interference of
entire paths instead of interference of individual edges or nodes. We propose three
new interference metrics that aim to reflect the interference of the entire network.

We also propose a new topology control algorithm, that is shown to produce
an energy-spanning graph as a result, while reducing the interference according to
previously established interference metrics. We compare it with previously suggested
topology control algorithms on randomly generated graphs of various density. We
see that sparser graphs generally perform better with respect to the average edge
interference and maximum node coverage metrics, but perform worse with respect
to metrics based on the interference-optimal paths.

Out of the three implemented algorithms, the API topology gives bad results in
the sense of the max edge interference, and less than optimal with respect to the
max node interference metric. But it performs better in the case of average edge
interference, where its results are close to those of the XTC algorithm, and far better
than LISE. This metric is more important for the network communication since a
majority of the paths retain a low level of interference.

The average path interference of the API topology matches the better of XTC
and LISE for both interference-optimal and shortest paths.

Finally, we see that the interference-optimal paths produced by the API algo-
rithm have an interference that always stays close to the interference of the inter-
ference-optimal paths in the original topology. For the LISE and especially the XTC
algorithm, the worst-case difference is much larger.
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Energy-aware On-demand Scatternet Formation
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Abstract

Power-aware routing algorithms aim to extend the lifetime of a wireless network
by avoiding to route over nodes that are close to being depleted of energy. Previous
work in such algorithms often require each node in the network to be aware of the
topology of the entire network.

In this paper we investigate power-aware routing in Bluetooth networks. Routing
in a Bluetooth network involves creating a scatternet structure in order to facilitate
the communication between nodes in different piconets. We propose a new routing
algorithm that does not require each node to have any knowledge of the network
except for its neighbors. This is done by collecting information regarding potential
routing paths in the routing messages themselves.

We also present a simplified version of the algorithm for general wireless networks,
which does not involve scatternet formation and therefore requires less communica-
tion overhead.

1 Introduction

A wireless ad-hoc network differs in many ways from traditional wired networks. In
an ad hoc network, there is no fixed infrastructure, and the nodes may not have
knowledge of the entire network topology. The topology might also be constantly
changing if the nodes are mobile. Also, nodes in a wireless network usually use
a battery as power source, and they will therefore only have a limited amount of
energy. As nodes run out of energy, the network will eventually become disconnected.
Therefore, when developing routing algorithms for wireless networks, it is imperative
to avoid routing over nodes that are close to becoming depleted of energy.

Routing in Bluetooth networks present more challenges than in general ad hoc
networks. For every communication between two Bluetooth devices, they must form
a master-slave relationship. Therefore, creating a path between two Bluetooth nodes
is not a trivial problem, especially if there are several simultaneous communications
in the networks that intersects each other.

In this paper, we propose a power-aware routing algorithm for ad hoc networks
in general and Bluetooth networks in particular. Previous work on power-aware
routing that we are aware of has either required each node to know the topology
of the entire network, or only used a very simple model to decide whether a path
is acceptable to use. In our algorithm, each node only needs to be aware of its
neighbors. Because information regarding potential routing paths is collected by

mailto:johansson@ltu.se
mailto:lenka@sm.luth.se
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and stored in in our routing messages, individual nodes can use that information in
order to select the best path in the network with only local knowledge.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction in
how nodes in a Bluetooth network communicate with each other, as well as some
of the major issues to consider. Section 3 provides a short survey of routing algo-
rithms for wireless ad hoc networks, with focus on energy-aware routing algorithms.
Section 4 presents a brief survey on different existing approaches to scatternet forma-
tion, including an energy-aware algorithm. We present our algorithm in Section 5.
In Section 6, we present a version of the algorithm for use in general ad hoc networks,
without the restrictions imposed by the Bluetooth specification.

2 Bluetooth networks

Whenever two Bluetooth devices communicate, one assumes the role as master, and
the other the role as slave. Together they form a piconet. Each piconet consists of
one master and an unlimited number of slaves, but there can only be 7 active slaves
at a time. If there are more than 7 slaves in a piconet, some of them must therefore
be parked. In order to communicate with a parked slave, the master has to unpark
it (and park another slave if it already has 7 active slaves). Keeping the number of
slaves in a piconet to no more than 7 ensures that all slaves can be active all the
time. This will reduce delays as well as communication overhead.

A collection of piconets is called a scatternet. In order to communicate between
piconets, nodes can be members of several piconets, even if they only can be members
of one piconet at a time. A node can have different roles in different piconets: it
can be slave in one piconet and master in another. A node that is a member of
two or more piconets is referred to as a bridge node. To switch from one piconet
to another, a node changes to the hopping frequency sequence of the other piconet.
Therefore, one important issue in scattenet formation is to minimize the necessary
piconet changes in order to reduce the delays.

3 Routing in ad hoc networks

In an ad hoc network, there is no fixed infrastructure that is responsible for the
routing. Instead, every node can function as a router, and must therefore be able to
make routing decisions based on its limited knowledge of the network.

Routing algorithms can be divided into two main groups: table-driven algo-
rithms, where every node maintains routing tables for the other nodes in the net-
work and tries to keep the information current, and on-demand algorithms, where
a node does not store any information, but instead has to discover the route every
time it needs to send a message. Examples of on-demand algorithms are the Ad hoc
On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol [33], and the Temporally
Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) protocol [32]. The AODV algorithm focuses
on finding the shortest path to the destination: the sender floods the network with
a route request, and any node that has a connection to the destination replies. The
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TORA algorithm, on the other hand, finds several possible paths to the destina-
tion: by building an acyclic directed graph, rooted at the destination, each node’s
outgoing links is divided into “upstream” and “downstream” links. This solution is
resilient to link failures in the network: as long as a node has at least one down-
stream link, it can still send messages to the destination, and there is no need to
recompute the DAG structure.

3.1 Energy-aware routing algorithms

Recently, there have been an increased interest in routing algorithms that take the
energy levels of the nodes into account. Nodes in wireless ad hoc networks typically
use batteries as their power source. These batteries often have a limited capacity,
which is depleted with every transmission. It is important to consider this when
designing routing protocols for ad hoc networks, something existing routing protocols
for wired networks usually do not do.

The CMAX algorithm [18] assigns weights to each link in the network. The
weight of a link (i, j) when sending the message k is defined as

wij = eij(λ
αi(k) − 1)

where eij is the energy consumed by sending a unit message over the link (i, j),
and αi(k) is the fraction of the energy of node i that has been used at the time when
message k is generated (referred to as the energy utilization of a node):

αi(k) = 1 − Ei(k)

Ei

(1)

λ is a parameter used to control how much the energy utilization of the nodes
influence the link weights. As can be seen, the weight of a link increases with the
energy needed to traverse it as well as with the energy already spent by the transmit-
ting node. The shortest path, with respect to link weights, is selected by the CMAX
algorithm. This algorithm requires that each node knows the energy utilization of
the other nodes in the network. In order to spread the power information through
the network, each node periodically broadcasts its power information to the nearest
nodes. This is referred to as the limited flooding approach. Using this method, a
node is likely to have better information of the power level of the nearest nodes.
This fact is used in the distributed version of the algorithm, D-CMAX: it uses a
hop-by-hop routing algorithm where each node computes the path to the destina-
tion according to the algorithm and forwards the message to the first node in that
path, which computes a new path. The process is repeated until the message finally
reaches its destination.

The max-min zPmin algorithm [22] finds paths that avoid nodes with a small
fraction of their battery power remaining. The goal is to find the path with the
maximal minimal fraction of remaining power after the message is transmitted. This
value, called the residual power fraction, is similar to the energy utilization described
above, and can be written as

1 − αi(k)
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using the same notation as in Equation (1).
However, the path must also not use more power that a constant factor z ≥ 1

of the smallest possible power consumption Pmin. This results in finding a path
that avoids using up the power of individual nodes, while still maintaining an upper
bound on the total power consumption of the path.

Both of the above algorithms require that each node has full knowledge of the
topology of the network, an assumption that is not realistic in larger networks.

Another approach is to extend existing on-demand algorithms in order to com-
pute energy-efficient paths. In Reference [28], the authors enhance the AODV pro-
tocol by adding energy information in the route request (RREQ) messages. In this
way, the destination node can decide on the path with the lowest energy cost, using
a timeout value in order to recieve several RREQ messages before deciding on a path
and generating a route reply (RREP) message. Simulations in the paper indicate
that the effective reliable throughput is significantly increased using the extended
AODV algorithm. Unlike the algorithm presented in this paper, the extended AODV
algorithm only considers total energy cost and estimated bit error rates in order to
select the path; it does not consider the amount of energy that remains in the nodes.

4 Scatternet formation

There are two main approaches for scatternet formation: the pro-active and the on-
demand, or reactive, approach. Pro-active algorithms are advantageous when data
transfer occur frequently, since the algorithm will produce a scatternet that covers
the entire network. However, if traffic is less frequent, creating and maintaining
all the Bluetooth connections can be considered to be a waste of energy. Instead,
on-demand algorithms only establish temporary connections when they are needed.

4.1 Proactive algorithms

One of the earlier proactive formation algorithms is described in Reference [45],
where a single root node initiates the construction of a Bluetree. The root node
assumes the role of master and selects all its neighbors as slaves, and the slaves
in turn assign themselves as masters in new piconets and searches for unassigned
neighbors to be their slaves. This procedure is repeated until the entire network is
covered by the bluetree. A distributed version of the algorithm is also presented,
where several root nodes simultaneously initiate the protocol. This produces several
subtrees, or distributed bluetrees, that are then connected in order to produce one
connected scatternet covering the entire network.

In [23] the authors use location information in order to produce a planar sub-
graph, which can improve the performance of routing algorithms. This optional step
is followed by assigning roles to the bluetooth nodes, a process that takes several
iterations. In each iteration, every node that has higher degree than any undecided
neighbors assigns itself to be a master, and chooses no more than 7 neighbors as
slaves by applying the Yao structure [44] to all its neighbors. The Yao structure, or
Yao graph, is constructed by having each node dividing its neighborhood into several
cones of equal radius. For each cone, a directed link is formed to the closest node
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in that cone. Using the Yao structure limits the number of slaves in each piconet
while still maintaining connectivity, but it also means that the nodes need to know
their exact location in order to run the algorithm.

The BlueNet formation algorithm [41] aims to create a scatternet with an upper
bound of the number of slaves in each piconet, while at the same time avoiding the
bottlenecks that can occur in a tree-based scatternet structure. The maximum traffic
flow metric (MTF), a measure of all possible maximum multi-commodity flows in
the network, is used to evaluate the scatternets produced by the algorithm.

4.2 On-demand algorithms

In Reference [20], a hybrid solution is presented. A control scatternet is constructed
in the first phase to support topology changes and route determination, while an
on-demand scatternet is created whenever data communication is needed. The idea
is that the underlying control scatternet will facilitate path discovery, while not
consume too much energy itself. When constructing the control scatternet, there is
no limitation on the number of slaves in each piconet since reducing the number of
piconets is seen as more important than reducing communication latency.

Another on-demand algorithm is specified in [25]. In order to create the scat-
ternet, the authors uses the single role approach: instead of using nodes that are
slaves in one piconet and masters in another, communication between piconets are
achieved by nodes that are slaves in several networks in order to reduce the number
of piconets and indirectly the communication delay as well.

The On-Demand BlueTooth scatternet formation algorithm (ODBT) [31] con-
structs a scatternet with a tree topology, starting with one root node. When a
connection that is included in the tree is lost, the entire disconnected subtree is
flushed, so that all nodes in that subtree can rejoin the tree. Note that this algo-
rithm creates a scatternet that connects all the nodes in the network, regardless of
which nodes that are trying to communicate.

4.3 Energy-aware Routing in Scatternets

Recently, there has been work that aims to extend the lifetime of scatternets by
considering the amount of power remaining for each node, such as in [46]: when a
node wants to initiate a communication, it sends out a route request to the desti-
nation (the sink node) by flooding the network. When the destination recieves the
request, it responds with a route reply. To form the temporary scatternet between
the source and the destination, the destination sets its role to master, and for the
rest of the nodes in the path every other node is a master while the other nodes are
slaves in two different piconets. Unlike the algorithms described in Section 2, no
node needs to know about the topology of the entire network using this approach.
The nodes make their decisions based on the information they receive in request and
reply messages.

In order to avoid routing over nodes with a low amount of energy left, a node
stops forwarding route requests for other sensor nodes when its residual current CR

falls below the value
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[
CB − TActive

2 ∗ Tslot

∗ (CMaxTx + CMaxRx)

]
α

where CB represents the battery current, Tactive the device active time, Tslot

the Bluetooth slot time, and CMaxTx and CMaxRx the maximum transmission and
reception current, respectively. α is a constant, no smaller than 1, that decides the
amount of traffic balancing. If α = 1, CR will never fall below the above value,
and no traffic balancing takes place. The larger α is, the more traffic balancing
takes place. This approach has a relatively simple mechanism to avoid low-powered
nodes: either a node has enough energy to forward a message, or it has not. There
is no way to tell if one path is advantageous to another as long as all the nodes in
both paths are still forwarding messages. Another approach would be to introduce
a metric to evaluate how “good” a given path is with respect to power consumption.
Nodes could then choose between a number of alternative path in order to find the
“best” one. We will explore this idea further in the next section.

5 Proposed algorithm

With this paper, we propose a scatternet formation and on-demand routing algo-
rithm which creates a local, temporary scatternet that forms a path between the
sending and recieving node for the duration of the data transfer. In order for the
nodes to be able to communicate between each other, there must first exist an un-
derlying, permanent, scatternet that covers the entire network. This permanent
scatternet is needed for communication between nodes before the on-demand scat-
ternet is formed.

In this section, we will present an overview of the proposed algorithm. Detailed
information about the algorithm will be presented in the following subsections.

The basic idea of the routing algorithm is that when a node u needs to send data
to v, it starts by flooding the network with a route request. When v receives the first
route request message from u, it waits for a specified time period to receive other
copies of the same route request, all of which will have travelled through different
sequences of piconets. Route reply messages are sent back to u through every such
path. Node u then sends path request messages through all the discovered piconet
paths. The path request messages collects informations regarding the path they
travel in order for v to be able to choose the best path out of all the path requests
it receives. When v has chosen which path to use, it replies to u with a path reply
message using that path. The temporary scatternet is formed along the way, and
when u receives the reply it can initiate the data transfer itself.

We do not require the nodes to have any geographical location information,
since it is not realistic to assume that all Bluetooth nodes have GPS or similar
functionality. A node must only be aware of its neighbors, including the energy cost
to send to every neighbor, but it does not need to know anything of the topology in
the rest of the network.
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5.1 Metrics

As we have seen, it is the recieving node that must choose which path to use for the
data transfer from a set of available paths. In order to do that, it is first necessary
to come up with a way to assign a numerical value to each path, representing how
desirable it is to use in terms of the energy depletion in the nodes in that path.
The tradeoff is that a more detailed metric gives a more realistic picture of a path’s
properties, but such a solution does not scale well as the length of the paths increases.

When evaluating the “quality” of a path (with respect to the energy levels in
the nodes), the following definitions will be used: we define the potential remaining
power of every link (i, j) in the path as rpij = pi − e(m)ij , where pi is the power
level at node i, and e(m)ij is the power needed to send the message m directly from
i to j. Note that the power level pi of a node is not necessarily the same as the
actual current power level, since some of the current power may be reserved for
future transmissions. How the power level is estimated is explained in more detail
in Section 5.2.4. For the path P = (l1, l2, ..., ln), where (l1, ..., ln) represents the links
in the path, the metric that represents the minimum potential remaining power for
P is defined as

Min(P ) = min rpl|∀(l) ∈ P

Another important factor is the amount of energy needed to send the message
m over the path P : spending too much energy trying to route around nodes with
little remaining energy will also lead to premature depletion of individual nodes.
The metric that represents the energy consumption of the path P is defined as:

Pow(P ) =
n∑

i=1

e(m)li

5.2 Routing

5.2.1 Formation of underlying scatternet

The first step of the algorithm is to form an underlying scatternet that covers the
entire network. This can be done according to Reference [20]. The algorithm pro-
duced in that paper does not limit the number of slaves in a piconet to 7; instead,
its aim is to produce as few piconets as possible. This is desirable in our case, since
it somewhat simplifies the routing between piconets if the piconet structure is as
simple as possible. Also, fewer piconets means that the amount of nodes switching
between different piconets will be reduced.

During the formation of the scatternet, each node collects information about its
neighbors. When the scatternet has been formed, each node knows the energy cost
to send a message to each of its neighbors, and it also knows what piconet each
neighbor belongs to, even if the node and the neighbor are not connected in the
scatternet. Each master node knows of all the piconets that connects to its own
piconet, as well as the identity of all the slave nodes in its piconet.
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5.2.2 Route request

The routing algorithm we propose have similarities to the AODV algorithm. In
AODV, the sender finds the path to the destination by broadcasting a route request
message through the network. When the destination receives the first route request
message, it sends a route reply message along the same path that the request message
has travelled. Since only one route request message needs to reach the destination,
intermediate nodes only has to forward the first copy of the route request message
they encounter.

One similarity to TORA is that our algorithm as well considers several possible
paths from the source to destination, even if our algorithm explicitly chooses one
path to be used for the actual transmission. When using TORA, each node can
have several possible “downstream” links that all can be used to send a message to
the destination node.

In our version of the algorithm, we have to consider the piconet structure of the
network. The first step is to find a number of sender-receiver paths on the piconet
level, which is done by the sender broadcasting a route request and receiving route
replies.

The sending node broadcast a route request (RREQ) message over the control
scatternet. If the sending node is a slave, it only sends the RREQ message to its
master. When the master has received the RREQ, it sends a copy of the RREQ to
all the neighboring piconets. If the sending node was the master, it sends the RREQ
to all neighboring piconets directly.

When the RREQ arrives in another piconet, it is forwarded to the master. The
master records where the RREQ came from, and forwards the message to all other
piconets. If a piconet receives several copies of the same RREQ message, it is only
necessary to forward the first message, however the master records all the piconets
that it has recieved the RREQ from. This reduces the total number of messages
sent, which reduces the energy consumption.

The RREQ messages have a limited lifetime, in terms of number of hops, in order
to limit the amount of forwarding.

5.2.3 Route reply

When a RREQ message reaches the destination piconet, the master node in that
piconet forwards the message to the destination node. In order to receive several
possible paths, the destination node waits for a specified time period trreq in order
to receive several route request messages, that all have travelled unique paths.

Then, the destination node replies with a route reply message (RREP) to all
the piconets it recieved a RREQ from. As with the route request messages, the
route reply messages is forwarded using the control scatternet. The purpose of the
route reply is to inform the sending node of all discovered piconet paths between
the sender and the receiver.

If a piconet between the sender and destination piconet recieved RREQs from
several piconets, it will forward the RREP it recieves to all those piconets.
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5.2.4 Path request

When the sender receives the first RREP, it waits for a specified time period trrep in
order to receive all the copies. Every RREP represents one unique piconet path from
the sender to the destination. The next step is to find the best paths, with respect
to the energy depletion on the included nodes, for each such piconet sequence. To
do that, it is necessary to include the path metrics in the messages.

The sending node broadcasts a path request message (PREQ) in order to find
the best paths. Included in the message are the two metrics described in Section 5.1.
The path request message is identified by the sending node’s id nid and the sequence
number SeqNum of the message. All copies of the same path request have the
same sequence number: the first PREQ a node broadcasts has sequence number
0, th next has sequence number 1, and so on. In order to update the metrics,
it is necessary to know the size of the message m that is to be sent. Therefore,
a PREQ that represents the path P from node n can be written as a quintuple
(nid, SeqNum, Min(P ), P ow(P ), |m|).

One path request message is sent along every piconet-to-piconet path. Along the
way, the master node in each piconet is responsible for the forwarding of the path
request message. We assume that the master node in a piconet knows about the
current energy level of all the nodes in its piconet, as well as the energy cost to send
between any node pair in the piconet. The master node updates the metrics in the
PREQ message in order to reflect the path it represents before it is forwarded to the
next piconet.

The PREQ message that reaches a piconet represents a specific path from the
sending node n to one specific node marr, that is a member of the piconet in question.
The task for the master node in that piconet is to find the best path which goes from
node marr to any node in the piconet that is a bridge node to the next piconet in the
sequence. However, it is also possible that a node in the piconet has a neighbor that
is a member of a piconet further ahead in the piconet sequence. This means that it
is possible to find a path that skips some of the piconets in the sequence. Thus, one
piconet sequence can produce several potential paths, and correspondingly several
path request messages, each one representing one of those paths.

Even though the PREQ message might not travel along the path it represents, the
nodes included in that path must be informed that they are members of a proposed
routing path. This has to do with how a node calculate its power level.

There are two ways for a node that has been included in a proposed path to
calculate its power level: assume that it will be included in the eventual path, or
assume that it will not. If it assumes that it will be included, it reports its power level
as the current power level minus the amount of energy needed to forward the data
to the next node in the path. This “pessimistic” approach guarantees that no node
is accidentally drained of energy, but it might also lead to erroneous assumptions
if the traffic density is low. In the other, “optimistic”, approach, the node always
report its power level to be the same as its current power level. This way, if a node
is simultaneously included in several paths before data transmission has begun in
any of the paths, it could be drained of energy before all data has been forwarded.

If the node, after being included in a proposed path, does not receive a path
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reply for a specified time period tprop, it assumes that it was not chosen and adjusts
its power level accordingly.

5.2.5 Path reply

When the destination node v receives the first path request, it waits the specified
time period tpreq in order to receive information about alternative paths. The set of
paths for v to choose from is written as S. Then, v chooses the best paths based on
the metrics presented in Section 5.1.

The basic idea is to avoid nodes which would be drained of power if they were
to forward the data message. In order to achieve that, we define a threshold value
rpthreshold so that all paths P ∈ S such that Min(P ) < rpthreshold are removed from
S. Of the remaining paths in S, the path P with the lowest Pow(P ) is chosen by v.

Since all nodes in the network will slowly be drained by energy as messages
are being sent, we cannot have a static threshold value as it would not reflect the
current power situation in the network. Instead, the information stored in the PREQ
messages is used to calculate the threshold value: it is defined as the median of
Min(P ) for all paths in S.

The receiving node sends a path reply message (PREP) back to the sender, and
the chosen path is built as the PREP travels through the network. The PREP mes-
sage is sent over the control scatternet, and will therefore pass through the masters
in every piconet it enters. The masters are responsible for assigning master/slave
roles to the nodes that are included in the selected path. When the PREP message
reaches the sending node, the temporary scatternet is completed and the transmis-
sion of the data message itself can commence.

6 Power-aware routing in general ad hoc networks

The algorithm described above can be adapted for general ad hoc networks. Since we
no longer are bound to follow the Bluetooth specifications, we only need one round
of communication: a route request message from the sending node, that arrives in
several copies at the destination. The destination node then selects the best path
and sends a route reply message along that path. Also, we do not need to create an
underlying network to facilitate communication between nodes.

6.1 Route request

The sending node floods the network with a route request message in order to find
paths to the destination node. The route request in the general version of our
algorithm is similar to the PREQ described previously, in that the metrics that
represents the path are stored in the message. Unlike in a scatternet, there is no
restriction on the inter-node communication, so we can transmit messages directly
between any node pair that is within communication distance of each other. Rather
than finding paths on a piconet-level, we find paths on the individual node-level.

When the RREQ is forwarded, the two metrics stored in the message are updated.
When the node i forwards the message to node j, Pow(P ) is increased with e(m)ij ,
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and if rpij is smaller than Min(P ), Min(P ) is replaced with rpij.
For every initiated route request, a node can receive several copies of the same

RREQ message. In order to reduce the number of RREQ messages in the system
(and thereby reducing the power consumption), we do not want to forward messages
where the included metrics are worse than on previous RREQ messages that we have
already forwarded. All copies of the same RREQ message have the same sender ID
and sequence number. Therefore, if a node receives another RREQ with the same
pair (nid, SeqNum) as a previous RREQ it has received, the node knows that the
two messages are copies.

For all such unique pairs a node encounters, it stores the lowest Min(P ) and
Pow(P ) it has seen on the RREQ messages it has forwarded. When the node
recieves another copy of the same RREQ, it compares the metrics included in that
message with the two metrics it has stored. If neither metric in the new message is
better than the stored metrics, the message is not forwarded. If one or both metrics
are better, the node forwards the message and updates its stored metrics.

If the node has not stored any metrics for that specific node ID and sequence
number, the RREQ is the first one that the node has received. In that case, the
message is always forwarded.

A node calculates its reported power level in the same way as described in Sec-
tion 5.2.4.

6.2 Route reply

When the destination node recieves the first route request message, it waits for a
specified time period in order to recieve other copies of the message that has travelled
alternative paths. It then chooses the best path in the same way as previously
described, and sends a route reply message back to the sending node along the
chosen path. Unlike in the scatternet, the route request message can travel along
the chosen path back to the sender, and inform all nodes included in the path that
they were chosen.

7 Discussion

Several timeout periods are discussed in this paper, but their exact sizes are not
determined here. We believe that they depend on other parameters such as the
diameter of the network, which influence the expected distance between the sending
and the receiving node.

The algorithm described here will require substantial traffic overhead compared
to an algorithm that does not take the power values of the nodes into account. The
increased energy consumption due to the routing messages will reduce the lifetime
of the network, but this is is expected to be outweighed by distributing the data
traffic as evenly as possible among all nodes in the network. This is based on the
assumption that the amount of data traffic in the application will be much larger
than the traffic amount used by the routing algorithm itself.
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